Command word
Assess
Compare
Discuss the
Describe

Explain

Evaluate

Justify
Suggest
To what extent

Use evidence
to support this
statement
Do you agree

Useful phrases
On one hand… on the other hand… this will mean… the issue is… the problem is… the challenge is …. Yet there are
opportunities…
This is similar to… this is different to… in comparison… compared to … in contrast… on the contrary… instead
The strengths of this include… the weaknesses include… this is different to … the key idea is …
G.C.S.E the question if distribution question
The figure shows… there is a clear link between… there is no relationship between… generally...compared to …
numerical data for this shows this… an exception would be…
It is like this because… this can be explained by… the processes involved include… this is because…. This process
means … which creates because… as a result, this leads to…
Positive impacts include… however,…. Negative impacts include… despite the successes there were still failures…. This
is good but it is also bad because… It has had a positive impact but a negative impact as well… On one hand…but on
the other hand… However, there are counter arguments… A serious weakness with this statement is that it fails to
consider the opportunities as a result of urban change …. One question that needs to be asked, however, is whether…
It seems that this evidence is just as concerning as the …
It is like this because… the main reason for this is … as shown in the data the area is because …
Reasons include… this is like this because… likely because… unlikely…
I whole heartedly agree
I agree to a large extent I agree to some extent To some extent, a large extent, I
disagree I whole heartedly agree that…. I partially agree for reasons such as …
I disagree…. In support of the statement ….however, the evidence against… Partially successful, nevertheless,
Evidence for this includes… as the figure shows… in the example of… statistical data for this includes…

I fully agree… I somewhat agree… I partly agree… I do not agree…

